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Only the Strongest of the Strong were Chosen
The Federation of Light via Blossom Goodchild - March 28, 2022

Summary of Message - Published at Voyages of Light
 
The Energies on your Planet at this time are immensely dense. Such turbulence is rocking the
balance of your world. This may seem as though everything is pointless and full of gloom and
doom, yet we ask you to consider otherwise.
 
What is taking place NOW … what is being brought to the surface … all that one is hearing of
and being shocked and appalled by … is the ‘Glorious’ way out … the ‘Magnificent’ way
through to the other side.
 
Yet, this is because you are immersed in the Energy itself. You cannot be otherwise.
We consider this ‘Change over’ to be just that. For you must KNOW that the ‘other side’ of this
that is now occurring is indeed, the most Magnificent and Glorious ‘Seeing through’ of the
GREAT DIVINE PLAN.
 
Consider the feelings of a mother becoming close to the time of the birth … the wait is
endless. There is much restlessness and yet there is the knowing that … S OON … Soon …
the birth of New Life is to occur … bringing with it a Joy as yet unknown.
 
We do not allow anything to bring our Vibration down. For it is not ‘in the same density’ as
yours. It is not able to affect that which we are, for we are not directly involved. We mean in
the sense of ‘being in the thick of it’ … actually ‘being in the Vibration of it’.
 
There is so much we would like you to keep in mind about all this you are experiencing.
This battle between Light and dark did not just ‘show up’ a few years ago. If this was the case
you would find yourselves breezing through this that you have come to do.
 
This battle was rooted into your Planet eons ago. Those roots are deeply embedded into the
very core of what was designed to be a place of Beauty and Extreme Light. A Planet of
Goodness/Godliness. For E ons of Time has this darkness ruled over you …
 
AND NOW … IT IS NOW … that you warriors of Great Light have come to remove that
darkness. No easy task!
 
Consider how long, how much, how deeply entrenched these darker energies are within
everything.
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Then consider how YOU … who were chosen … have to be of the GREATEST POWERFUL
LIGHT to remove all this darkness. Consider that! Not one soul thought this could be done in
the blink of an eye. You knew how involved and intricate a mission this was.
 
So many of you are discovering so much of that which is more than uncomfortable to consider
… So much now is being shown … so much of that which one would have thought to be the
darkest of dark movie, is proving to be a reality.
 
Such atrocities. Such unbelievable goings-on by those who ‘took over’ long ago and infiltrated
into the very essence of your Planet … and who is it that has come to demolish these
energies?
 
Who is it that has come here to change this?
 
Who is it that is of such strength, courage, and determination to even volunteer to be a part of
this transformation … knowing when chosen, what it would involve?
 
Who is it that know the Truth of the Light within that is made up of all aspects that are strong
enough to accomplish this cleansing?
 
YOU … YOU … YOU!
 
Look at the discoveries of self. Look at the discoveries of that which ‘self’ has to combat. The
more you find out … the more that is exposed … the more you are shocked and abhorred by
that which one can do to another.
 
How deep it goes. And yet … here YOU are. Here on your Planet in this momentous time …
This time when a plan devised by The Divine is playing out … and YOU … YOU … YOU …
have the honor of being down here in the very thick of it … because YOU … YOU …  YOU …
are of the Highest Light and able to do what must be done.
 
We ask you to wake up to the KNOWING that you are no weakling. This journey you are on is
not for weaklings. Only the strongest of the strong were chosen.

Money: A Construct of Enslavement
The One channeled by Sophia Love - March 29, 2022

Published at Voyages of Light
 

https://voyagesoflight.blogspot.com/2022/03/a-message-from-one-via-sophia-love.html


Greetings. It is the One. There are things to say. These things concern your re-construct and
rebuild phase. They concern your system of money. You are aware of money as a debt
instrument, a system of your slavery and a necessity. You are fighting all battles around this
thing. It is a construct. It could be anything. 
 
In truth, one form of it has no superiority over another form, except by its scarcity. That which
is scarce, is deemed superior in value and therefore worth collecting. This is why the
controllers hold most of it. This is why the citizens hold the least of it. 
 
This is why the monetary system is set up the way it is – to favor those who have most of it,
while depleting the life force from the rest of the populace as they work. Work to attain more of
it. The more money that is attained by any one member of the populace, the greater that
money is “taxed”, and thus returned to the owners/controllers. 
 
It is clear that the system is skewed to favor those at the “top”. It is clear that the system was
set up that way eons ago, with royalty and kingship and rule and worship as precursors to
“rights to gain wealth”. The royals and priests are not taxed. They are honored and paid. Paid
through the sweat of their followers. 
 
This is how it has always been. 
 
Fear is at the base of these pyramids of power. Those at the bottom are told, and thus believe,
that it is up to them to pay and support those at the top, (whether systems or royals or priests),
to prevent some fearful thing. * 
 
This “fearful thing” has changed costumes over the centuries. It’s been an angry god, an
“enemy”, destitution, imprisonment etc. This is why the monetary system exists as it does, and
why it is the final stronghold of the controllers. 
 
For, although the defeat of the controllers has been accomplished here, the function/action of
their supporters still acts as the driving force for the race. Dismantling it is a convoluted
process. 
 
When you comprehend how money has been utilized to enslave and preoccupy you, you will
be tempted to distance yourself from it. Or, to gain a surplus of it in order to reverse things for
yourself. 
 
I tell you this, as long as you are enslaved to the attainment of money, (in either direction), you
remain enslaved. In this way, it becomes important to see money as an agent of commerce
only; a means to an end rather than something to hoard in order to “get ahead”. It is a thought
process, a feeling.
 
For enslavement to a physical item of any sort is still enslavement. Enlightenment leaves no
room for enslavement, and so enslavement will eventually be abandoned. 
 
This is a process. 
 
The first steps in this journey to freedom include removing the controls of the monetary system
from the hands of the controllers. Removing also the means to their substantial and
disproportionate wealth. 
 
This happens now, has been happening for some time, and is what’s beneath the political
posturing worldwide that you see. Nothing is being presented accurately. It is safe to assume
that the stories you are being fed right now are being told to keep you afraid and controlled.
There are reasons for every repeating dialogue. 



 
These underscore the current headlines. 
 
You are also being fed stories of incoming riches, and programs of instant prosperity. Know
that these too, enable the slavery system to continue in the hearts and minds of the enslaved. 
The value is in you. 
 
The rest of it is a show, a pretend orchestration of “more” “less” “rich” “poor” “right” “wrong”
“better” “worse”. Again, this release from the stranglehold of slavery is a process and there are
steps to complete before absolute sovereignty is attained. 
 
There are re-compensations and increases in “value” and prosperity along the way. Yet this is
not the end goal. The end goal is freedom. There is to be a correction. This correction will not
include a continual dependence on money as part of an ongoing system. It will all lead to
sovereignty, independence, personal worth, charity of the heart and a deep comprehension of
value. 
 
These are steps. 
 
As the current monetary system collapses around you, do not despair or fear. It has to. This
will allow room for the next step – a system orchestrated for the wealth of all, rather than the
capture of all. 
 
It will be a heady time of prosperity. Yet also a time to remember that this is symbolic only. A
return, in physical format, of what has been physically robbed from you. These are merely the
rewards of the victory. The war has been won. 
 
True freedom, however, develops from an inner knowing. It is not granted by any other entity
and it has nothing to do with economics or bank accounts. These are steps only, my dear,
dear human. Your liberation has consequences and these include the break-up of your
monetary institutions. It is intended that the break-up will not harm you physically, but
eventually enrich you. 
 
I reach you today to remind you that the physical wealth thus attained is not true value, but an
indication of your worth. The true value you hold is priceless. When you absorb, realize and
actualize that truth – you are free. Thank you. 
 
*Laws enforce these fears, attempting to keep citizens fearful and compliant and paying.
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We are One. This is our planet. We are freeing her now.
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TOP HEADLINES
Please send your love and light to the following situations. Thank you.

Former U.S. President George W. Bush Hanged at GITMO - Real Raw News.
Shock: Former News Exec. Reveals the Government "Warning" Given to Networks
to Broadcast COVID Propaganda - Trending Politics.
110 articles affirm America's computerized voting system is online, compromised,
and vulnerable to hackers: Documented, Linked, and Quoted - Kanekoa's News.
Biden got 255,000 "excess" votes in fraud-tainted swing states in 2020, new study
finds - The Washington Times.
Military Doctor Testifies in Court: High-Level Command Ordered Her Silence Over
Frightening Vaccine Data - Western Journal.
Texas Federal Judge Grants Class Action Status to Navy SEALS in Lawsuit
Against Secretary of Defense Austin over Vaccine Mandates - CD Media.

The new United States Note (USN); New asset-backed currency under the QFS;
Deadline for banks worldwide to be Basel 3 compliant, and more! - Nick Fleming.
South Africa considers requiring citzens to turn over biometric data to own a
phone or obtain a SIM card - Relcaim the Net.
UK to  launch new digital ID technology next month as part of nationwide digital ID
push - Reclaim the  Net.
Bank of England collaborates with Massachusetts Institue of Technology (MIT) to
research state controlled digital currencies - Reclaim the Net.
YouTube says Canada's proposed Online Streaming Act to dictate recommended
videos would hurt creators - Reclaim the Net.

ASCENSION

How the Alliance Works | Phil Schneider and Ashtar Sheran via Sharon Stewart
Let People Learn their Own Lessons | Heavenletters
What it Means to be Human | Mary Magdalene via Pamela Kribbe
Lesson 5: Sensing Different Types of Energy - Athena via Sharon Stewart
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Gently and with Love, Honor Yourself | Archangel Gabriel via Shanta Gabriel
How to Get More Attention from Extra-Terrestrials | The 9D Arcturian Council
Arcturian Group via Marilyn Raffaele | March 27, 2022
This is What you Need

Week 49 Message: Focus on Russia/Ukraine Conflict
Channeled by Sharon Stewart - March 29, 2022

 
I am Archangel Michael with a message for the angelic warrior group. Your energies are still
required in the Russian/Ukrainian conflict. All is not as it appears to be. Many countries are
denying the Ukraine weapons with which to fight Russia, and others are staying out of the
conflict. 
 
Of course, the Deep State is trying to escalate this to World War 3. Their pandemic plan failed,
so they are now trying other means to kill off the population according to their satanic dictates.
We must stand in their way. You have the energy to stop them. 
 
Please continue to send your love to the Ukraine. It is important to do so so as not to escalate
this situation and to bring about the best outcome. I am Archangel Michael. I am your guide, I
am your Light, I am your warrior servant. Be at peace. Adonai.

Fake Biden, Fake Ukrainian War, Fake Pandemic:
Is it all about to End?

Benjamin Fulford Report - March 28, 2022
 
There are growing signs we in the West are all watching a giant fake show and that the show
is about to end. This came up in a conversation last week between a senior Russian FSB
agent and a member of the White Dragon Society. “My guess is that we don’t actually have
any presidents and all of this is a kind of staged reality show created before our eyes,” noted
the FSB member. There is plenty of evidence to back this up.
 
Did you know, for example, that according to the official Russian Tass News Agency that
Ukraine has not declared war on Russia? Also that the Russian gas still being sent through
that country is still the main source of revenue for the government of Ukraine?
https://tass.com/pressreview/1424895
 
Also, did you know that Rothschild family-owned trading companies in Switzerland were still
selling Russian commodities to the rest of the world?
https://www.dw.com/en/russia-and-its-war-in-ukraine-how-swiss-financial-efficiency-helps-support-russia/a-61201507
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Furthermore, despite the “embargo,” Russian oil exports to the US continue and are even
increasing. For example, in the week of March 12-18, the US bought 70,000 barrels of
Russian oil per day, 80% more than the previous week. https://tass.com/pressreview/1427181
 
Then of course there is all the obviously fake footage about the Ukrainian “war” that is flooding
Western TV screens. In the latest example, CNN is reporting a fire in Edmonton, Canada is in
Ukraine. https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/edmonton-fire-in-Ukreaine.mp4?_=1
 
The screenshot below (taken before CNN blurred it out), clearly shows it is the Edmonton fire
department that is on the scene. https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/edmonton-fire.jpeg
 
The Rita Katz studios (of fake Bin Laden fame) are also working overtime filming Rothschild
employee and so-called Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky, who is working out of his
$34M mansion in Florida. The Russian FSB says he appears to be stoned on cocaine, and the
footage below certainly makes it seem that way.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/zelensky-on-cocaine.mp4?_=2
 
We will not delve too deeply into the fake pandemic except to note that mortality rates around
the world are the same as in pre-pandemic years. We also note the pandemic does not exist
in Africa and other regions whose governments refused to go along with the entire fake event.
High-level sources in both Eastern and Western secret societies say the fake show going on is
just part of a process to wake up the deeply brainwashed people of the West. It is being set up
as a sort of initiation ceremony for the West.
 
In anthropology, such ceremonies are called “liminal events” and refer to things like weddings
or coming of age ceremonies that mark a major transition in life. In this case, the ceremony is
being carried out to start a new age of love, progress and harmony with nature, the sources
say. This will be made clear soon, the sources promise.
 
However, before that can happen a very real international military, agency and police
crackdown on an ancient Satanic cult that seized the top levels of power in most Western
countries needs to be completed.
 
This campaign is reaching an end as most of the top leaders of this cult, including Hillary
Rockefeller (Clinton), Jens Psaki (aka Mark Zuckerberg Rockefeller) and Klaus Rothschild
(Schwab) have been arrested. These arrests appear in the form of announcements they have
contracted Covid 19 (despite being fully vaccinated) and are “self-isolating.”
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/hillary-clinton-covid-19-bill-clinton/
https://www.dailywire.com/news/breaking-jen-psaki-tests-positive-for-covid-19-will-miss-bidens-europe-trip
 
Of course, the Khazarian mafia will try to pretend this is not happening by presenting fake
versions of their leaders to the public, Below for example are three different versions of Killary.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/three-hillaries.jpeg
 
This is what a Mossad source had to say about Psaki: She has been taken in again repairing
the glitch in her programming. We both have the feeling that the original is “out of service”.
After the last round of testing positive 5 months ago and she disappeared for like 10 days.
Look at her eyes. They are blank. Like without a soul. A sign of an avatar AI construct.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/dead-eyes-psaki.jpeg
 
The members of this cult, also known as Sabbatean-Frankist Jews or the Khazarian Mafia
who for years really have been trying to carry out a fake Armageddon. The show we are being
subjected to on our screens is their re-enactment of the four horsemen of the apocalypse:
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Famine (Covid 19), War (Ukraine), Death (mass vaccination) and Conquest (the New World
Order). https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/green-screen.mp4?_=3
 
However, as this map of who is “sanctioning” Russia shows, their control grid is now confined
to Western puppet governments, headed by the fake Joe Biden. 
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/photo_2022-03-28_16-35-36.jpg
 
In other words, the whole planet has risen in revolt against their incompetent, murderous rule.
The key to their final defeat is the overthrow of their control of the Western financial system,
That is why Vladimir Putin said Russia will demand that countries it has labeled “unfriendly”
(which includes U.S., U.K., and European Union countries) must pay in [gold backed] rubles
for Russian gas. https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/russia-demand-hostile-states-pay-rubles-gas
 
Since the Khazarian mafia mainly controls fake or fiat money backed by nothing, taking control
of the real stuff is the key to defeating them, This is now happening as a commodity doom
loop begins. Western commodity traders and clearinghouses are facing a liquidity crisis of
historic proportions because the world is demanding they pay with real (asset backed) money.
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/trading-houses-will-collapse-margin-call-doom-loop-goes-global-trafigura-cfo-warns
 
If you still believe the West can devise sanctions that maximize pain for Russia while
minimizing financial and price stability risks in the West, “you might as well believe in
unicorns,” a Credit Suisse report notes.
 
These days Iran, Saudi Arabia, Russia, Nigeria etc. are all refusing to sell oil to the West in
exchange for fiat currency. In Nigeria, for example, Western corporations received as little as
5% of crude volumes pumped through the Trans Niger Pipeline between October 2021 and
February 2022 because Nigerians decided to keep the oil for themselves. 
 
The other front where the Khazarian mafia is being defeated is in the battle for world public
opinion. To quote Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov: The actions of the West confirm it is
not reliable…What we want is an equitable world, free from war, aggressive projects or
attempts to pitch one country against another…What we want is to discuss how to live on this
planet in the future. Too many problems have been piling up, and the existing institutions have
been unable to resolve them. “Liberal democracy,” as it turns out, it is not “liberal” at all, and it
is not “democracy” at all…all values that those in the West have been preaching to Russia,
like freedom of expression, a market economy, the sanctity of private property and the
presumption of innocence, are not worth a red cent.  https://tass.com/politics/1427557
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2022/03/24/must-read-foreign-minister-lavrov-addresses-leaders-of-russia-telling-truthful-
brilliant-g/
 
The Chinese and others agree. “The United States and NATO are not in a position to judge
the moral principles of any country until they apologize and compensate for the damage and
suffering they have brought to the peoples of Yugoslavia, Iraq, Syria and Afghanistan,” says
Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman Hua Chunying.
https://srbin.info/en/svet/peking-amerika-da-se-izvini-zbog-bombardovanja-jugoslavije/
https://www.counterpunch.org/2019/08/20/americas-forgotten-bullshit-bombing-of-serbia/
 
India also agrees. When the British slave government tried to send a high-powered delegation
to India to convince them to “isolate Russia,” they were told they were not welcome.
https://www.opindia.com/2022/03/india-says-no-to-high-powered-uk-delegation-coming-to-persuade-govt-against-russia-
trip-cancelled-last-minute/
 
The Turks, historical rivals of the Russians, are also not on board. Their official news notes:
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[The West] committed a kind of “genocide against Muslims,” from Afghanistan to Libya, from
Iraq to Somalia [and now] they are calling on us, the people whose cities they painted red with
blood, to defend the West against Russia. They displayed acts of savagery with the secret
torture centers they established in 35 countries around the world. They conducted slave trade
via CIA aircraft. They employed methods of massacre and torture as if they were religious
ceremonies, rites of passage. One thing is certain: This region will and must never lift a finger
to defend the West, to defend Europe.
https://www.yenisafak.com/en/columns/ibrahim-karagul/the-west-committed-genocides-against-muslims-yesterday-but-
they-want-them-to-defend-europe-today-they-called-erdogan-anti-west-but-the-west-is-now-begging-for-his-help-3592239
 
Speaking about Turkey, their leader Recep Erdogan appeared in public for the first time in
many days at the NATO summit last week. This is what a Mossad source had to say:
Erdogan did go to the meeting in Brussels. He is wearing a GPS ankle bracelet. He is working
with the alliance. A lot is going on behind the scenes. A lot of concessions are being made for
everyone’s benefit. Nothing is being said in the MSM. For example, Erdogan is working with
PM Bennett of Israel, Putin, Iran and the Saudi’s together as they form a type of coalition for
peace and prosperity for humanity. This will not come out in the MSM. They all must show a
poker face to the Western KM cabal. Erdogan and Putin are very aware that NATO and the
KM Cabal-controlled US will do anything to get Turkey and Russia to start a Black Sea War.
Russia’s Tass news also reports Erdogan talked with Putin and was asked to mediate
between the West and Russia over Ukraine.  https://tass.com/world/1428019
 
However, Erdogan has vanished from official Turkish news sites, indicating he is still not being
allowed to return to Turkey.
 
The other thing happening is the constant flow of horrific revelations coming out about the
Khazarian mafia’s crimes.
 
For example revelations of the crimes of Hunter Biden are pouring out.
 
Hunter Biden is going to be indicted, multiple sources agree. This isn’t easy to read but people
need to know it. “A 7, 8, 10-year-old child is forced to give sex five to twenty times per day. It’s
savage. It’s demonic.” – Jaco Booyens
 
Here is an example of the Demonic mindset of Western leaders as expressed by former US
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright who left this earth last week 
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/albright.jpeg
 
STAHL: “We have heard that a half million children have died. I mean, that’s more children
than died in Hiroshima. And, you know, is the price worth it?”
ALBRIGHT: “I think this is a very hard choice, but the price–we think the price is worth it.”
The “we” includes Bill, Hillary Clinton David Rockefeller, Henry Kissinger, George Soros, and
other harbingers of “The New World Order.”
https://historyheist.com/madeleine-albright-answers-interviewer-leslie-stahl-on-over-500000-innocent-iraqi-childrens-
deaths-that-we-think-the-price-is-worth-it/
 
We are also learning more about some of the corporations these monsters were using as their
fronts. This came from a Canadian source:
 
Black & Veach and Cemex : Building biolabs for the DTRA since 2003

Founder thanked Epstein in his 2012 book “The Viral Storm: The Dawn of a New Pandemic Age”
Shares an office with Metabiota, Inc:geen
Funded by Hunter Biden’s Rosemont Seneca, the NIH, & Bill Gates.

https://www.yenisafak.com/en/columns/ibrahim-karagul/the-west-committed-genocides-against-muslims-yesterday-but-they-want-them-to-defend-europe-today-they-called-erdogan-anti-west-but-the-west-is-now-begging-for-his-help-3592239
https://tass.com/world/1428019
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Cemex : Tied to Child Trafficking & The Clinton Foundation.

Owner of Cemex, Carlos Slim, 2nd largest stockholder of the New York times hence the virulent
propaganda there also owned by Rothschilds / Bronfman Family, tied to NXIVM Sex / Human
Trafficking group.

https://www.google.com/amp/s/finance.yahoo.com/amphtml/news/black-veatch-joins-host-cemex-190107828.html
 
More and more is also coming out about these people trying to kill us all with bio-weapons.
Russia’s government has provided detailed proof of this to the governments of the world. “An
analysis of the documentation shows that not only samples of tissues and human blood serum
were exported abroad, but also dangerous pathogens, as well as their carriers,” they note.
These of course were made to design “ethno-specific bioweapons.”
https://www.urdupoint.com/en/world/russian-defense-ministry-unveils-scheme-for-m-1487252.html
 
This is still going on with reports that a bio-weapon transport plane affiliated with the CIA, has
just landed from Warsaw to Krakow-Balice Airport (Krakow, Poland), while another landed
from Zadar Airport (Croatia) without registration marks.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/another-attempted-plague-attack.jpeg
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“Everyone needs to realize that the deadline is approaching. Checkmate is coming. The final
implosion of the Deep-State is imminent. Put on your hard hats and divine armor because
before they leave, they’re going to try to take as many people with them as possible,” warns a
Mossad source.
 
They already have done a lot of damage. This is what happens when Big Pharma takes over
your government, media and education system. The attached photos show how the vaccines
have been and are now given in America vs Japan. And the death rates in children under 2
yrs old. Very informative!
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/cdc-vaccine-attack.jpeg
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/cdc.jpeg
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A critical mass of the West is now waking up to the crimes committed against their people.
When Justin Castro appeared last week before the European Parliament, most MPs walked
out but a few stayed to lambaste him.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/trudeau-lambasted-at-eu-parliament.mp4?_=4
 
“I would really suggest for when the dust settles that military tribunals [take place] and put all
these people in the media, all these school administrators, all these doctors… politicians, and
the real ringleaders on trial. If found guilty, they should be executed,” says a Dr.Vladimir
Zelenko, expressing the views of many.
 
Of course the Khazarian mafia are issuing a storm of bullshit to try to stave off justice. For
example, this is what refugees from Ukraine look like according to the Rothschild-owned
Financial Times. The Picture is from Syria- 
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/financial-times-uses-syria-picture-for-ukraine.jpeg
 
Also, here is more proof that Branden is working out of a prop White House. Look at him
getting ready to board the helicopter preparing to go to Europe. The lawn is green and
manicured. The trees have all their leaves. The 2 attached photos are of the front and back of
the White House. In any event, the trees don’t have many leaves now and the grass is not
green. The photo with the green grass and trees full of leaves may be the Atlantic mock-up
White House or CGI? The dark photo with the wall in front is the real one in DC now.
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It is all falling apart. Just as this report was being prepared Fox News reported the following:

Ballot Harvesting a part of Sting operation!
Biden Crime Family etc. being arrested and detained!
Fraud and coming days will be living on a barge off GITMO and face military Tribunals!

https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/fox-news-reports-biden-arrests.mp4?_=5
 
Finally this week, we will update what we know about the death of Supreme Court Justice
Clarence Thomas. Our source says “There is a Gag order in place. Watch what comes out in
the MSM in the next week or so. A spin story is being prepared.” One such spin story says he
was poisoned and saved by the white hats. It appears they need to keep him “alive” in order to
ensure a conservative majority in the Supreme Court for the upcoming tribunals. (Ed's Note:
Real Raw News is reporting that SCJ Clarence Thomas survived a poison attack. Is this fake 
news, too?). SCJ Clarence Thomas Poisoned! - Real Raw News
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